I. Faculty Titles and Ranks Eligible for Continuous Graduate Faculty Status

See Graduate School Memo 12 for further qualifications.

Professors with Tenure

- Professor
- Associate Professor

Tenure Track Professors

- Professor Tenure Track
- Associate Professor Tenure Track
- Assistant Professor

Professors without Tenure

- Professor without Tenure
- Associate Professor without Tenure
- Assistant Professor without Tenure

APL Faculty

- APL Professor without Tenure
- APL Associate Professor without Tenure
- APL Assistant Professor without Tenure

ROTC Faculty

- ROTC Professor without Tenure
- ROTC Associate Professor without Tenure
- ROTC Assistant Professor without Tenure
II. Faculty Titles and Ranks Eligible for 5-year Graduate Faculty Status

See Graduate School Memo 12 for further qualifications.

Research Professors

- Research Professor
- Research Associate Professor
- Research Assistant Professor

Lecturers

- Principal Lecturer
- Senior Lecturer, full-time
- Senior Lecturer, part-time
- Lecturer, full-time
- Lecturer, full-time – Temporary
- Lecturer, part-time
- Lecturer, part-time – Temporary

Artists in Residence

- Senior Artist in Residence
- Artist in Residence

Professors of Practice

- Professor of Practice

Clinical Appointments

Clinical, non-salaried

- Clinical Professor
- Clinical Associate Professor
- Clinical Assistant Professor

Clinical, salaried

- Clinical Professor, salaried
Clinical, Dental Pathway

- Clinical Professor, Dental Pathway
- Clinical Associate Professor, Dental Pathway
- Clinical Assistant Professor, Dental Pathway

Affiliate Appointments

- Affiliate Professor
- Affiliate Associate Professor
- Affiliate Assistant Professor

Emeritus Appointments

Non-Research Professors Emeritus (Professor and Professor WOT)

- Professor Emeritus
- Associate Professor Emeritus

Research Professor Emeritus

- Research Professor Emeritus
- Research Associate Professor Emeritus

Lecturer Emeritus Appointments

- Senior Lecturer Emeritus
- Lecturer Emeritus
- Principal Lecturer Emeritus

Clinical Emeritus Appointments

- Clinical Professor Emeritus
- Clinical Associate Professor Emeritus

Retiree Appointments

- Professor Retired
- Associate Professor Retired
III. Faculty Titles and Ranks Ineligible for Graduate Faculty Appointment

Research Associates

- Research Associate
- Research Associate-Trainee

Senior Fellows

- Senior Fellow
- Senior Fellow Trainee

Teaching Associates

- Teaching Associate

Acting Appointments

- Acting Professor
- Acting Associate Professor
- Acting Assistant Professor, pending PhD
- Acting Assistant Professor
- Acting Instructor

Visiting Appointments

- Visiting Professor
- Visiting Associate Professor
- Visiting Assistant Professor
- Visiting Lecturer
- Visiting Scientist
- Visiting Scholar
- Visiting International Professional Scholar

Clinical Appointments

Clinical, non-salaried

- Clinical Instructor
• Clinical Associate

Clinical, salaried

• Clinical Instructor, salaried

Affiliate Appointments

• Affiliate Instructor
• Affiliate in Medical/Dental Practice

Adjunct Appointments

• Adjunct Professor
• Adjunct Associate Professor
• Adjunct Assistant Professor
• Adjunct Research Professor
• Adjunct Research Associate Professor
• Adjunct Research Assistant Professor
• Adjunct Senior Lecturer
• Adjunct Lecturer
• Adjunct Principal Lecturer

Residents

• Chief Resident
• Chief Resident, non-ACGME
• Resident
• Fellow

Librarian Appointments

• Dean of University Libraries
• Senior Associate Dean of University Libraries
• Associate Dean of Libraries
• Acting Associate Dean of University Libraries
• Assistant Dean of Libraries
• Librarian
• Law Librarian
• Associate Librarian
• Associate Librarian – Temporary
• Senior Assistant Librarian
• Senior Assistant Librarian – Temporary
Faculty Titles and Ranks Eligible for Graduate Faculty Status

- Assistant Librarian
- Assistant Librarian – Temporary
- Librarian Emeritus